
 
 

 
 

TRAINEE IMPACT EVALUATION 
 

 
Training Course period:         October – December 2016 
Main Occupation of trainee:   Director of consultancy services company 
 

 
Since completing the course, have you applied any of your learning in the workplace 
(e.g. greater confidence, career progression, greater involvement in planning, 
strategy, policy, decision making or other)? 
 

 
For me the biggest thing to come out of the course was an increase in confidence and the 
way in which my LGBT identity is important to me and influences the work I do. The other 
aspect to my work that has changed is my focus on planning more, on a daily basis, of 
what tasks I need to achieve in a given day.  
 
I found the action learning set that I was leading to beneficial. I outlined a problem and got 
some valuable advice through the process.  
 
Example/s: 
In my work, when I work with new clients I now always make clear what my LGBT identity 
is and I use it as a specific example of how the work I have done as a Gay man has 
enabled me to gain valuable professional experience that I may not have gained otherwise. 
This has effectively ‘enhanced’ my CV and given me greater confidence in the workplace. 
 
I also now try (not always daily but as often as I can) produce a daily list of tasks to achieve 
when I’m working. I find this to be of greatest value when I am working from home for the 
day. The ability to structure and plan better has helped increase my efficiency at work.  
 
I have undertaken some of the actions from the action learning set I lead and it has, so far, 
had positive results. There are some additional actions to complete and they should be 
done over the next couple of months.  
 

 
Since completing the course, have you applied any of your learning in your personal 
life? If so, how? And what impact has this had for you? 
 

 
There has been less of an impact on my personal life but that has mainly been because 
(on the whole) I have been ‘out’ and more confident of my sexuality in my personal life over 
many years. Having said that I have completed the ‘coming out’ process at my sporting 
club, partly on the back of this course, and feel like I am growing in confidence in that 
environment. It still feels like a journey but is a positive one. 
 
 



 
Example: 
In regards to the sporting club I am keeping a reflective journal of my time there and will 
chart progress this season in it. I feel like it is a good way to contextualise the interactions 
at the club and help me understand better how I fit in and the best ways for me to both be 
part of the club and perhaps take a greater leadership role.  
 

 
Was there any aspect of the course that resonated with you in particular? If so what 
was this, and why did it resonate? 
 

 
The life mapping section was really engaging. Although it took me a while to get my head 
around the importance of it once I started to map it out it showed how being LGBT was a 
key part of the decision-making junctures in my life. Alongside this was the personal 
discussion that was held about our own LGBT lives and the wider influence it had on our 
work.  
 
This was very engaging for me as whilst I had been on leadership training before this 
particular angle had never occurred to me. These discussions and thought processes 
underpinned a lot of the rest of the theory application for me.  
 

 
Would you recommend this course to a colleague or friend? If so, why? 
 

 
I would recommend this course. Like any course of this nature not everything will resonate 
or make sense for your own work / personal life but the variety and fast paced nature of the 
course not only builds trust with other participants but also will give you tools, techniques 
and approaches that will be applicable to you and help you develop your leadership and 
management. The approach to delivery makes the course accessible and interesting.  
 

 
Final Statement: 
 

 
This course made me think differently about my leadership and management style and 
helped me to understand the positive ways that being LGBT has influenced the way I work. 
The tools and techniques explored in the course resonated with me and have helped me to 
make valuable changes to the way I work. 
 

 
 

 
 


